In The News
Wednesday, September 5, 2012

- Do you resemble RichRod? Enter this look-alike contest (University of Arizona Medical Center)
  09/05/2012 Arizona Daily Star KOLD-TV

- Presentation on pain and emotional health tomorrow (University of Arizona Medical Center)
  09/05/2012 Arizona Daily Star

- Dr. Oz Has Dr. Andrew Weil's Holistic Health Secrets (Dr. Andrew Weil)
  09/04/2012 CMR Doctor Oz Show

- Healing Hands Helps Parents in Pain (University of Arizona Medical Center)
  09/04/2012 KVOA-TV

- Teen blows off fingers cutting shotgun shells (University of Arizona Medical Center)
  09/04/2012 Eastern Arizona Courier

- UAMC receives $1.7M grant research (University of Arizona Medical Center)
  09/03/2012 Arizona Daily Wildcat

- UAMC making history with burn program
  09/03/2012 Arizona Public Media KVOA-TV

- Better Than Ever kickoff event at UA Cancer Center
  09/03/2012 Arizona Daily Star

- 'Dealing With Disease – Our Emotional Response and Responsibility,' Sept. 5
  09/03/2012 Explorer News